Iii this paper we are concerned with a material which can support a finite stress elastically without flow and which flows with constant mobility (l) (or plastic fluidity) when the stresses are sufficiently great. Following Bingham(i) and Houwink(2), such a material is called a Bingham solid and the type of flow (purely) plastic. The transition from elastic to plastic behaviour takes place at the yield point.
1.
The stress-strain relationship. The following notation is used. The stress tensor components, denned as in elasticity theory (3) , are denoted by p ik . The strain tensor component e ik is defined as -(5--+ 5-^ I, where u t denotes the displacement of the material I \ox k ox i )
particle whose cartesian coordinates are x t at time t, from its initial equilibrium position at zero stress* x t -u t . A dot denotes total differentiation with respect to time, following a material element, and is equivalent to the conventional DjDt. From its definition as a limit, the total derivative u t of u t is a velocity component of the material at x t at time t; similarly ii { is an acceleration component. It follows that for any physical quantity £,(x it t), £ = ^ + u j^-and, in particular, u t = -~ + Uj =-*. The tensor defined by e ik = -(5-1 + 5-^ I will be called the rate of strain tensor to conform with conven-2 \cx k ox t I tion, although it is related to the strain tensor by the equation e ik = e ik only where the strains are purely elastic and so small that squares and products of strains and rates of strain may be neglected. It is only under similar conditions that e# is simply related to the dilatation A, by the equation e^ = A. Primes denote deviatoric components of tensors, e.g. p' ik = p ik +pS tk , where p = -\p ti is the pressure and 8 ik is the substitution tensor. Deviatoric tensors have the property p'jj = 0, independent of the frame of reference. The material is assumed to be isotropic with a bulk modulus K (not necessarily constant), a constant rigidity modulus /i in the elastic region only and a constant reciprocal mobility rj l in the plastic region, so that the rheological equations of state are (4) Pjj = 3*4,
and
The yield point, when approached quasi-statistically, is given by the transition conditions e ; fc = 0> 2 /^=^ = ^.
C are essentially components of a symmetric yield-stress tensor with the property •d-jj = 0, but new physical assumptions must be introduced before values can be allotted to these components. It is inherent in the theory that only deviatoric components of stress and strain tensors are involved in the criterion for yield.
In the trivial case of two-dimensional motion, the significance of the yield-stress tensor components is obvious. I p x r 0 O J , Id-0 0 a n d l e x r 0 O J . where A = P'XYI& and is in general a function of position and time. It is noteworthy that the only non-vanishing invariant of the yield-stress tensor is in this particular case **«**<* = # 2 .
(7) since # w and the determinant 11 & ik \ \ vanish.
In the general case, let l t denote direction cosines referred to axes 01, 02, 03 which are the principal directions of the stress tensor at any particular point where there is flow. Consider all directions OX such t h a t^x = 0; these are defined by and Hence, from the property p'^ = 0, there is a single infinity of directions OX given parametrically by 
The state of stress at any point can therefore be considered as a superposition of three simple shears represented by PYZ> PZX> PXY> u P o n some isotropic pressure which may be ignored in discussing the criterion for yield.
We now introduce the assumption that when the Theological equations of state at a point where flow is occurring are referred to axes with the property (10), they reduce to three equations of the type (5), one for each of the superposed simple shears. The only surviving equations of the six equations (3) are then
This assumption allows the usual treatment of the two-dimensional problem (since when any one of p YZ , p' zx , PXY vanishes, equations (11) can be reduced to one equation (5)) and is in keeping with the physical picture of yield as a continuous shearing which occurs when a shear stress exceeds a certain value. Equations (11) imply that, for example, ey Z must have the same sign as -d-YZ ', ^his ' s necessary in order to conform with the physical picture.
The assumption formulated in the equations (11) is equivalent to the assumption that each set of rectangular axes OX, 0Y, OZ associated with the stress tensor in such a way as to give p' ik = 0 (i = k) has the property, in association with the yield-stress tensor, that -& ik = 0 (i = k). It follows that the cone (9) associated with the stress tensor and the corresponding cone associated with the yield-stress tensor coincide. If l t , m f , n t are the direction cosines of the principal axes of the yield-stress tensor, the equation of the latter cone referred to axes Ol, 02, 03 is Thus the principal directions associated with the yield-stress tensor at any point in a region of plastic flow coincide with the principal directions of the stress tensor and therefore, from (3), with the principal directions of the rate of strain tensor. Further, the deviatoric components of the stress, rate of strain and yield-stress tensors are proportional; i.e. in an arbitrary cartesian frame of referencê (14)
A being in general a scalar function of position and time. Equations (2) and (3) may now be written
because it has become evident that (3) applies when and only when the three terms. at a quasi-static transition from elastic to plastic behaviour, and we postulate that this equation holds while the material is flowing, -d-is a (positive) physical constant, the yield value of the material.
Equations (14) and (18), together with the condition th&tp' ik and# ifc have the same sign (for each pair of suffixes), suffice to determine d-ik and e' ik completely in terms of the stresses at each point where there is flow. Since A = (-J-p^Jj)*/ 1^, we have the
Alternatively, equations (14) and (18) where p is the density and X ( the vector representing body forces per unit mass. The rate of working of surface forces on a fixed amount of Bingham solid instantaneously in a volume F, bounded by a surface S of which the unit outward normal vector is n (components n t ), is
From equation (28) and the symmetry properties of the stress and rate of strain tensors,
}J
On writing p ih = \Pjj$i k +p\ k a n d e ifc = ^j]S ik + e' ik , the second integral on the right reduces to On using equations (1) to (3) and assuming that purely elastic strains are small, the contribution to this integral per unit volume is where the material is behaving elastically, and where the material is flowing. In general the volume V comprises a region E in which the material is behaving elastically and a region P in which there is plastic flow. (E and P need not be connected regions.) When K, /I and tf x are constants, the energy equation (29) may be written
In the order in which they occur, the terms of this equation are:
(i) the rate of working of surface stresses, (ii) the rate of working of body forces, (iii) the rate of increase of kinetic energy of the fixed amount of material, (iv), (v) the rate of increase of potential energy due to isotropic stresses and strains, (vi) the rate of increase of potential energy due to deviatoric stresses and strains in the elastic region, (vii) the rate of working in the plastic region against frictional forces represented by stresses ^t ft (an essentially positive term because & ik and e' ik have necessarily the same sign), (viii) the rate of working in the plastic region against frictional stresses dua to a finite mobility of the material (essentially positive).
It follows that external forces do recoverable work represented by the first four terms on the right of equation (30) , there is no dissipation of energy. Therefore the total rate of dissipation at any instant is the least possible, and the theorem is proved.
